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We develop a graph-theoretic analogue of the Jacobian torus, which is dened,
for a nite graph X, as the torus H1X;R/H1X;Z with a natural flat metric. It
is observed that this notion, especially the volume of Jacobian tori, appears in many
contexts of graph theory. ' 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of Jacobian tori was originally introduced for compact Rie-
mann surfaces, say M , as the torus JacM = H1M;/H1M; which is
equipped with a natural complex structure induced from that on the space
of holomorphic 1-forms on M(actually, JacM is an abelian variety). The
functor M 7→ JacM has been one of the central subjects in algebraic ge-
ometry since the 19th century. A similar concept is used in Riemannian
geometry. This being the case, JacM is a torus with the flat metric in-
duced from the natural inner product on the space of harmonic 1-forms
on a Riemannian manifold M . In this paper, we see how the notion of
Jacobian tori in graph theory relates to some of the known invariants of
nite graphs appearing in various features. Though concentrating mainly
on the study of their volume in the present paper, we believe that the no-
tion could be a useful tool as it has been in algebraic geometry and in
Riemannian geometry.
Let X be a nite connected graph, possibly with loop edges and multiple
edges. Regarding X as a 1-dimensional CW-complex, we identify the 1-
cohomology group H1X; with the space of harmonic 1-forms of X,
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due to the discrete KodairaHodge theorem, and introduce a flat metric on
H1X;/H1X; from the natural inner product dened on 1-forms. We
call this flat torus the Jacobian torus JacX. A precise denition is given
in Section 2.
First, we shall give a homological interpretation of the volume of JacX
in terms of the bilinear form c · c′ on the 1-homology group H1X;
dened as the intersection number of two cycles c; c′. Let c1; : : : ; cn be
a -basis of H1X; n = rankH1X;. The intersection matrix 3 =
3ij with respect to the basis ci is dened by 3ij = ci · cj . We prove
that the Albanese torus AlbX, dened as the torus H1X;/H1X;
with the flat metric derived from the quadratic form ·, is the dual torus of
JacX and, as a consequence, we have
Theorem 1 (cf. [11]). The volume volJacX with respect to the above
metric is given by
volJacX = det3−1/2:
The intersection matrix dened above has a relation with the complexity
of a graph, which is dened as the number of maximal (spanning) trees in
X and plays an important role in graph theory. In view of this, we establish
Theorem 2 (cf. [11]). Let KX be the complexity of X. We have
volJacX = volAlbX−1 = KX−1/2:
As a by-product of the above theorem, combined with the theory of
quadratic forms, we obtain the following inequality involving the complexity
and the girth.
Theorem 3. Let gX be the girth, the length of a shortest circuit in X,
and let KX be the complexity of X. Then there exists a positive constant µn
depending only on n = rankH1X; such that
gXKX−1/n ≤ µn:
The Jacobian torus and its subtori appear naturally when isotropic ran-
dom walks on abelian covering graphs of a nite graph are considered.
Let X0 be a covering graph of a nite graph X with an abelian cover-
ing transformation group 0. The surjective homomorphism H1X; → 0
associated with the covering map X0 → X gives rise to an injective ho-
momorphism of the torus Jac0X = Hom0;/Hom0; into JacX.
We consider Jac0X as the flat torus with the metric induced from that on
JacX.
In our terminology, the main result in [5] is stated as
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Theorem 4 [5]. Let X0 → X be an abelian covering graph of the nite
graph X. The asymptotic for the transition probability pl; x; x of the isotropic
random walk on X0 is given as follows.
1. If X0 is a non-bipartite graph,
pl; x; x ∼ deg xM
k/2−1
2#Tor0 volJac0X2pil
−k/2 l ↑ ∞:
2. If X0 is a bipartite graph,
pl; x; x = 0 for l = 2m− 1;
pl; x; x ∼ deg xM
k/2−1
#Tor0 volJac0X2pil
−k/2 for l = 2m m ↑ ∞:
Here Tor0 is the torsion group of 0, k denotes the rank of 0, and M is the
number of unoriented edges in X.
The maximal abelian covering graph, i.e., the homology universal cover-
ing graph, has H1X; as its covering transformation group and Jac0X
in this case is JacX itself. Since the maximal abelian covering graph is
always bipartite, as is shown in Section 5, we have
pl; x; x = 0 l = 2m+ 1;
pl; x; x ∼ deg xMn/2−1volJacX−12pil−n/2 l = 2m ↑ ∞:
Motivated by these observations, we discuss how to compute volJac0X
from the data of the graph in Section 6 (Theorem 6.1).
In the nal section, we treat line graphs. We shall see that the line graph
LX0 of X0 is a covering graph of the line graph LX of X with the same
covering transformation group 0.
The volume of Jac0LX is written with the data of the original graph
X as follows
Theorem 5. If X is a regular graph of degree d, then
volJac0LX = d/2k/2 volJac0X;
where k = rank 0.
This theorem recovers the asymptotic formula for random walks on line
graphs obtained by Shirai [9] in a special case.
As a nal remark, we should mention the results of Hashimoto [3] con-
cerning the Ihara zeta function. Dene the Ihara zeta function Zu for a
nite connected graph X as
Zu = Y
p∈P
1− up−1;
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where P is the set of prime reduced cycles in X. The function Zu−1 is a
polynomial in u having a factor 1− u with multiplicity n = rankH1X;.
The following theorem gives the value of 1− u−nZu−1 at u = 1 in terms
of volJacX.
Theorem 6 [3].
1− u−nZu−1u=1 = 2n1− n volJacX−2: (1)
As such, volJacX appears in various contexts in graph theory.
2. JACOBIAN TORI AND ALBANESE TORI
We shall start with a quick review of the fundamental materials on lattices
and flat tori which are required in the later discussion (cf. [6]).
Let V be an n-dimensional inner product space, i.e., an n-dimensional
real vector space with an inner product  ; . A subspace, a quotient vector
space, and the dual space of V possess the inner product dened in natural
ways. When we emphasize the inner product structure on each of these
spaces, we say an inner product subspace, a quotient inner product space,
and the dual inner product space, respectively. Let W be an inner product
subspace of V . The dual inner product space W ∗ is a quotient inner prod-
uct space of V ∗ via the transpose ι∗x V ∗ → W ∗ of the inclusion map
ιx W → V .
A lattice L in V is a discrete additive subgroup of V whose rank is n.
The quotient group T = V /L is topologically a torus which has the flat
metric induced from the inner product on V . In the dual inner product
space V ∗ of V , the dual lattice L∗ of L is dened as
L∗ = f ∈ V ∗  f L ⊂  (2)
and the dual flat torus is dened as T ∗ = V ∗/L∗ with the induced flat
metric. We easily see that T ∗∗ = T .
For an -basis v1; : : : ; vn of V , dene the dual basis f1; : : : ; fn ∈ V ∗
as
fivj = δij: (3)
If v1; : : : ; vn is a -basis of L, then the dual basis f1; : : : ; fn is a -basis
of L∗. Since the volume volT  of the flat torus T is equal to detvi; vj1/2,
where v1; : : : ; vn is a -basis of L, it is not hard to see that
volT ∗ = volT −1: (4)
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Now we shall introduce flat structures on the tori H1X;/H1X;
and H1X;/H1X; to dene the Jacobian torus JacX and the Al-
banese torus AlbX of a nite connected graph X.
Let X be a locally nite connected graph with a set V of vertices and a
set E of all oriented edges. For e ∈ E, we denote by oe and te the origin
and the terminus of e, respectively. The inverse edge of e is denoted by e¯.
An orientation of X is given by a subset E0 of E such that F = E0 q E0,
where E0 = e¯  e ∈ E0. A path in X is a sequence c = e1; : : : ; el of
oriented edges with tei = oei+1 for i = 1; : : : ; n − 1. We write oc =
oe1 and tc = ten. The graph X is considered as a CW-complex of
dimension less than or equal to 1.
We now assume that X is a nite connected graph and let CiX;A
i = 0; 1 be the ith chain group of X with coefcients in an abelian group
A. Namely, C0X;A is the freeA-module with basis V and C1X;A is the
A-module generated by elements of E with the relations e¯ = −e e ∈ E.
The boundary map ∂x C1X;A → C0X;A is dened by ∂e = te − oe.
The 1-homology group H1X;A is equal to Ker ∂.
The ith cochain group CiX;A i = 0; 1 with coefcients in A is given
by
C0X;A = f x V → A;
C1X;A = ωx E→ A  ωe = −ωe¯ e ∈ E:
(5)
In the case that A = , C1X; is the dual vector space of C1X;. The
coboundary map dx C0X;A → C1X;A is dened as
df e = f te − f oe e ∈ E: (6)
The 1-cohomology group H1X;A is dened as C1X;A/ Imaged. It
should be noted that H1X; is the dual vector space of H1X;.
We put
e · e′ =
8<: 1 e = e
′;
−1 e = e¯′;
0 otherwise;
(7)
for e; e′ ∈ E, and extend · bilinearly to C1X; to obtain an inner product
on C1X;. The dual inner product on C1X; is given by
ω1;ω2 =
1
2
X
e∈E
ω1eω2e: (8)
From now on, the 1-homology group H1X; is considered as an in-
ner product subspace of C1X; and the 1-cohomology group H1X;
as a quotient inner product space of C1X;. Since the projection
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C1X; → H1X; coincides with the transpose of the inclusion map
H1X; ↪→ C1X;, we nd that H1X; is the dual inner product
space of H1X; and it is also a quotient inner product space of C1X;.
To be more explicit, dene the operator δx C1X; → C0X; as
δωx = −deg x−1 X
e∈Ex
ωe; (9)
where Ex = e ∈ Ey oe = x and deg x = #Ex. We then readily check
that δ is the adjoint operator of d with respect to the inner product on
C0X; dened by
f1; f2 =
X
x∈V
f1xf2x deg x (10)
and that the 1-cohomology group H1X; is isomorphic in a natural man-
ner to Ker δ, the space of harmonic 1-forms. It should be noted here that
Imaged⊥ = Ker δ. From the denition of the quotient inner product, it
follows that the canonical isomorphism of Ker δ onto H1X; preserves
the inner product. From now on, we shall identify H1X; with Ker δ as
inner product spaces.
The 1-homology group H1X; with coefcients in  is a lattice
in H1X; and 1-cohomology group H1X; is the dual lattice in
H1X;. We should note that H1X; is identied with the lattice in
Ker δ
ω ∈ Ker δ  ωc ∈  for all closed paths in X; (11)
where we put ωc = ωe1 + · · · + ωek for c = e1; : : : ; ek. We call
the tori AlbX = H1X;/H1X; and JacX = H1X;/H1X;
equipped with flat metrics dened above the Albanese torus and Jacobian
torus of X, respectively. From what we have said, it follows that AlbX
and JacX are dual tori. In particular, we have
Proposition 2.1.
volJacX = volAlbX−1: (12)
Dene the intersection matrix 3 = 3ij with respect to a -basis
c1; : : : ; cn of H1X; by 3ij = ci · cj . Since volAlbX = det31/2 by
denition, we have
Theorem 2.2.
volJacX = det3−1/2: (13)
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3. COMPLEXITY
In this section, we show the relationship between the intersection deter-
minant and the complexity of a nite graph. Some of the properties we
present in this section are known in graph theory but to make the paper
self-contained, we shall give brief proofs or explanations for them to t
within our context (see [1, 11]).
Let X = V;E be a nite graph with N vertices and M unoriented
edges. The number KX of maximal trees in X is called the complexity of
the graph X. Here, by a maximal tree we mean a maximal element among
subtrees ordered by inclusion. A goal in this section is
Theorem 3.1. volJacX = KX−1/2:
Due to Theorem 2.2, it is enough to prove the following
Proposition 3.2. det3 = KX:
Since det3 does not depend on the choice of a -basis of H1X;, we
take a concrete basis in the following way to prove the above proposition.
Take a maximal tree T = ET ; VT  in X. The tree T contains all vertices
of X and the number of unoriented edges in T is N − 1. The number of
unoriented edges not contained in T is equal to the rank n of H1X;.
Give an orientation E0 = e1; : : : ; eM to the graph X such that
e1; : : : ; en 6∈ ET ;
en+1; : : : ; eM ∈ ET :
(14)
Notice that M = N + n− 1 since
rank H0X; − rank H1X; = Euler number of X = N −M:
For i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, take the minimal path c′i in T such that oc′i = tei
and tc′i = oei, and put ci = eic′i. We nd that c1; : : : ; cn form a basis of
Ker ∂ = H1X;. It should be noted that each ci is a circuit; i.e., it has no
self-intersection.
Write V = x1; : : : ; xN and let the N ×M-matrix B = bij with ele-
ments dened by
∂ej =
NX
i=1
bijxi bij ∈  for j = 1; : : : ;M; (15)
and write eB for the matrix obtained from B by omitting the last row.
Namely,
eB = B1; B2 =
0B@b11 · · · b1; n::: :::
bN−1; n · · · bN−1; n

b1; n+1 · · · b1;M
:::
:::
bN−1; n+1 · · · bN;M
1CA : (16)
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Putting
cj = ej +
N−1X
l=1
fjlen+l; fjl ∈ ; 1 ≤ j ≤ n; (17)
dene the n× N − 1-matrix F = fjl. Note that fjl = cj · en+l.
Lemma 3.3 (cf. [1]). B2 ∈ GLN−1, namely, detB2 = ±1.
Proof. Consider the exact sequence
C1X; ∂→ C0X; ε→ ; (18)
where the augmentation ε is dened as
εa1x1 + · · · + aNxN = a1 + · · · + aN: (19)
Since H1T; = 0 for the maximal tree T , we nd that the restriction
∂T x C1T; → C0T; = C0X; of ∂ to C1T; is injective. Dene
the homomorphism
ψx C0X; → x1 + · · · + xN−1 ⊂ C0X; (20)
by
ψa1x1 + · · · + alxN = a1x1 + · · · + aN−1xN−1: (21)
Since
ψ ◦ ∂T en+j =
N−1X
i=1
bi; n+jxi for 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1; (22)
the matrix expression of ψ ◦ ∂T is B2. Therefore it is enough to check that
ψ ◦ ∂T is a bijection. To show the injectivity of ψ ◦ ∂T , suppose ψ ◦ ∂T c = 0
for some c ∈ C1T;. Then ∂T c = axN with a ∈  and 0 = ε ◦ ∂T c = a,
i.e., ∂T c = 0 and so c = 0.
For surjectivity, take any a1x1 + · · · + aN−1xN−1. Then
x = a1x1 + · · · + aN−1xN−1 − a1 + · · · + aN−1xN ∈ Ker ε: (23)
Hence there exists c ∈ C1T; such that ∂T c = x. We have
ψ ◦ ∂T c = a1x1 + · · · + aN−1xN−1; (24)
which implies that ψ ◦ ∂T is surjective.
Lemma 3.4. Let the ci’s be the -basis of H1X; constructed as above.
We have
detci · cj = deteBeBt: (25)
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Proof. From
0 = ∂cj = ∂ej +
N−1X
l=1
fjl∂en+l; (26)
it follows that B1 + B2Ft = 0 and therefore Ft = −B−12 B1. On the other
hand, by using (17), we have
ci · cj = δij +
N−1X
l=1
filfjl; (27)
namely,
ci · cj = In + FFt: (28)
By the equation
eBeBt = B1; B2Bt1Bt2

= B1Bt1 + B2Bt2
= B2
(
IN−1 + B−12 B1Bt1Bt2−1

Bt2 = B2IN−1 + FtFBt2;
(29)
we nally obtain
deteBeBt = det(B2IN−1 + FtFBt2 = detIN−1 + FtF
= detIn + FFt = detci · cj:
(30)
In the above proof, we have used the following
Fact. For an arbitrary m× n-matrix A and an arbitrary n×m-matrix B,
we have
detIm +AB = detIn + BA: (31)
Proof. Compare the determinants of the following two matrices
Im −A
O In

Im A
−B In

=

Im +AB O
−B In

; (32)
Im A
−B In

Im −A
O In

=

Im O
−B In + BA

: (33)
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Lemma 3.5. Let I = i1 < · · · < iN−1 be a multi-index, and put, for the
matrix B dened in (15),
BI =
0B@ b1; i1 · · · b1; iN−1::: :::
bN−1; i1 · · · bN−1; iN−1
1CA :
Then detBI is either 0 or ±1. Moreover, detBI = ±1 if and only if
ei1; : : : ; eiN−1 form a maximal tree.
Proof. Let X1 be the graph formed by ei1; : : : ; eiN−1 . Since it follows
from Lemma 3.4 that detB = ±1 if X1 is a (maximal) tree, we only have
to see that detBI = 0, when X1 is not a tree. We rst show that X1 has a
circuit. Suppose X1 contains no circuit, then X1 is a forest, i.e., a disjoint
union of trees T1; : : : ; Tl. If Ti has Ni vertices, then it has Ni − 1 unori-
ented edges. Therefore we nd N − 1 = N1 + · · · +Nl − l ≤ N − l, which
implies that l = 1, or, equivalently, X1 is a tree, which is a contradiction.
Therefore X1 has a circuit, say c. Recall that BI is the matrix expression
of ψ ◦ ∂X1 x C1X1; → C0X;. We have ψ ◦ ∂X1c = ψ∂c = 0 and
hence detBI = 0.
Apply the BinnetCauchy formula1 to get the following
Lemma 3.6. deteBeBt is equal to the number of maximal trees of X.
Proposition 3.2 is now an immediate consequence of all the lemmas
together.
4. COMPLEXITY AND GIRTH
We shall look at the relationship between the complexity and the girth
of the graphs. The girth gX of a graph X is dened to be the length of
the shortest circuit. Before we state the theorem, we dene the positive
constant µn depending only on n.
For a general lattice L in n, we put
µL =

min
x∈L\0
x · x
.
n
√
detL; (34)
1BinnetCauchy formula: for an m× n-matrix A and an n×m-matrix B with m ≤ n,
detAB = X
1≤i1≤···≤im≤n
det
0B@
a1; i1 · · · a1; im
:::
:::
am; i1 · · · am; im
1CA det
0B@
bi1; 1 · · · bi1;m
:::
:::
bim; 1 · · · bim;m
1CA
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where detL = detxi; xj with a -basis x1; : : : ; xn of L. Dene the con-
stant µn as the largest value for µL where L varies over all lattices in n.
The constant µn was determined by Korkine and Zolotaref for n ≤ 5 and
by Blichfeldt for n ≤ 8 (cf. [6]). The explicit values for 1 ≤ n ≤ 8 are
1;
p
4/3; 3
√
2; 4
√
4; 5
√
8; 6
p
64/3; 7
√
64; 2;
respectively.
Estimates of the constant µn have been determined by Hermit, Min-
kowski, and Rogers, among many others. The following inequality is due to
Minkowski
2−2/nn < µn ≤ 42−2/nn ; (35)
where 2n = pin/2Γ 1+ n/2−1 denotes the volume of the unit ball in n.
Theorem 4.1. With the positive constant µn dened as above, we have
an estimate
gXKX−1/n = µH1X; ≤ µn; (36)
where X is allowed to vary over all nite graphs with rankH1X; = n.
Proof. We rst show that
gX = minc · c  c 6= 0 ∈ H1X;}: (37)
It is obvious that gX ≥ minc · c  c 6= 0 ∈ H1X;. Let c be an arbi-
trary non-zero cycle, and write
c = e1 + · · · + ek: (38)
If there is a pair of ei and ej with ei = e¯j , we cancel the loop eie¯j to
get a new expression for c. So we may assume that ei 6= e¯j for i 6= j. By
rearranging the order of e1; : : : ; ek, if necessary, one can nd a sequence
1 < k1 < k2 < · · · < ks−1 < k such that c = c1 + · · · + cs with closed paths
c1 = e1; : : : ; ek1; c2 = ek1+1; : : : ; ek2; : : : ; cs = eks−1+1; : : : ; ek: (39)
Therefore we have
c · c =
sX
i=1
ci · ci + 2
X
i<j
ci · cj: (40)
From the assumption on the ci’s, it follows that
ci · ci ≥ the length of ci ≥ gX; (41)
and the second sum is non-negative. Hence c · c ≥ gX, as desired.
Consider the lattice L = H1X; in H1X;. Since minx∈L\0 x · x =
gX and detL = KX, we obtain the assertion.
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FIG. 1. 2-vertices with n+ 1 edges.
Example 4.2. Let X be the graph with two vertices joined by n + 1
multiple edges e1; : : : ; en+1 (see Fig. 1). Put ci = en+1e¯n i = 1; : : : ; n,
which forms a -basis of H1X;. The intersection matrix 3 of the graph
is given by
3 =
0BB@
2 1 1 · · · 1
1 2 1 · · · 1
:::
:::
1 1 · · · 2
1CCA : (42)
Since det3 = n + 1 and gX = 2, we nd that µH1X; =
2n+ 1−1/n. For n = 1; 2; 3, it is equal to µn.
Problem 4.3. Given n, is there a nite graph X with the property that
n = rankH1X; and gXKX−1/n = µn ?
To answer the question, one might have to know which lattice can be
realized as H1X; of a nite graph X, or equivalently, to determine
which flat torus can be AlbX of a nite graph X.
5. ABELIAN COVERING GRAPHS
The Jacobian torus JacX and the Albanese torus AlbX of a nite
graph X appear naturally, when one considers an abelian covering graph
of X. Abelian covering graphs of a nite graphs are a generalization of
lattice graphs, some of which are presented in the gures below.
The special feature of these graphs is the invariance under the transla-
tion in additive groups acting on the plane. More specically, each additive
group is the free abelian group with a basis indicated by the arrows in the
gure. Let us take a look at the quotient graphs by the action of these ad-
ditive groups. The quotient graphs in Figs. 2 and 3 are the 2-bouquet graph
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FIG. 2. The standard lattice graph and its quotient graph.
FIG. 3. The triangular lattice graph and its quotient graph.
and the 3-bouquet graph, respectively. Generally, the n-bouquet graph is the
graph with only one vertex and n loop edges.
Having these examples in mind, we dene an abelian covering graph of
a nite graph.
Let X = V X; EX be a locally nite connected graph and let Y =
V Y ; EY  be a covering space of X as a CW-complex. The complex
Y has a unique graph structure so that the covering map ϕx Y → X is a
graph morphism. In the context of graph theory, a covering map ϕx Y → X
is dened to be a morphism with the property that ϕ is surjective as a map
between the sets of vertices and the restriction ϕEY y of ϕ to EY y for
each y ∈ V Y  induces a bijection ϕEY y x EY y → EXϕy. We call Y
a covering graph of X. It should be noted that a covering transformation
for ϕ is an automorphism of the graph Y . If Y is a normal covering graph
of X with covering transformation group 0, then 0 acts freely on the set of
vertices and the set of unoriented edges of Y . The quotient graph 0\Y is
identied with X.
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FIG. 4. The hexagonal lattice graph and its quotient graph.
FIG. 5. The Kagome lattice graph and its quotient graph.
Conversely, if an automorphism group 0 of a graph Y acts freely on the
set of vertices and the set of unoriented edges, then the canonical morphism
Y → 0\Y is a normal covering map with covering transformation group 0.
A normal covering graph of a graph X with abelian covering transforma-
tion group 0 is called an abelian covering graph. The covering graph whose
covering transformation group is H1X; is called the maximal abelian
covering graph or the homology universal covering graph, and denoted by
Xab. The covering graph Xab is maximal among abelian covering graphs
of X in the sense that, for any abelian covering graph X0 0→ X, there exists
a covering map Xab 0
′→ X0 which factorizes the covering map Xab → X. It
should be noted that the covering transformation group 0′ of the covering
map Xab → X0 is a subgroup of H1X;, and the group 0 of the cover-
ing transformation group of the covering map X0 → X is isomorphic to
the quotient group H1X;/0′.
We shall discuss one notable feature of the maximal abelian covering
graphs, i.e., bipartiteness. A graph X = V;E is said to be bipartite if there
exists a bipartition V = Aq B such that the end points of each edge never
belong to the same set, or, equivalently, every closed path has even length.
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Let ϕx Y = V Y ; EY  → X = V;E be a covering map of graphs. If
X is bipartite, then so is Y since the bipartition V = Aq B is lifted to the
bipartition V Y  = ϕ−1Aq ϕ−1B of Y .
Lemma 5.1. Let G be an automorphism group of a bipartite graph X =
V;E with a bipartition V = AqB. Then G0 = g ∈ G  gA = A coincides
with G or is a subgroup of G of index 2.
Proof. It is enough to prove that if gA 6= A, then gA = B. In other
words, there exists a homomorphism of G into 2, the permutation group
of A;B, whose kernel is G0. Recall that A and B are the equivalence
classes of the equivalence relation ∼ dened by
x ∼ y ⇐⇒ x and y are joined by a path with even length:
Take x ∈ A with gx ∈ B, if any. For an arbitrary y ∈ A, there is a path
c = e1; : : : ; e2n with oc = x and tc = y. Then gc = ge1; : : : ; ge2n is
a path with ogc = gx ∈ B and tgc = gy. So we see gy ∈ B.
Proposition 5.2. An arbitrary non-bipartite graph X has a twofold cov-
ering graph Y which is bipartite.
Proof. Let eX be the universal covering graph of X. Since eX is a tree, it
is bipartite. The fundamental group G = pi1X acts on eX as an automor-
phism group. If the action of G preserves the bipartition, then the quotient
graph X = G\eX is bipartite. If G does not, there is a subgroup G0 guar-
anteed in the above lemma of G of index 2 which preserves the bipartition
of eX. Therefore the quotient graph Y = G0\eX is bipartite and a twofold
covering graph of X.
Proposition 5.3. The maximal abelian covering graph Xab of an arbitrary
graph X is bipartite.
Proof. If X is bipartite, then Xab is bipartite. If X is not bipartite, in
view of the above proposition, X has a twofold covering graph Y . Since Y
is an abelian covering graph of X, i.e., the covering transformation group
is 2, there exists a covering map Xab → Y . Therefore Xab is bipartite.
Remark. Higuchi proved Proposition 5.3 independently [4].
6. VOLUME OF THE UNITARY CHARACTER GROUP b0
In [5], the asymptotic of isotropic random walks on an innite abelian
covering graph X0 of a nite graph X is studied. It turns out that the rank
of 0 and the volume volb0 of b0 determine the asymptotic. Here we give a
general recipe to compute volb0 as well as volJacX.
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Let ϕx X0 → X be an abelian covering map with covering transfor-
mation group 0. Let ρx H1X; → 0 be the surjective homomorphism
associated with an abelian covering map ϕ. The group b0 of unitary charac-
ter has the flat metric induced from JacX through the inclusion ρ∗x b0→
JacX. The volume of b0 with respect to this metric is denoted by volb0.
The identity component of b0 is identied with the subtorus Jac0X =
Hom0;/Hom0; of JacX. Therefore the volume volb0 is equal to
# Tor0 volJac0X, where Tor0 is the torsion group of 0.
Choose a basis c1; : : : ; cn of H1X; and a basis σ1; : : : ; σk of 0⊗ .
Denote by ρ0 the composition
H1X; ρ→ 0→ 0⊗ ; (43)
and write
ρ0ci =
kX
j=1
rjiσj rji ∈ ; i = 1; : : : ; n: (44)
A unitary character χ of 0 ⊗  is written in a unique way as χ = χt for
t = t1; : : : ; tk with 0 ≤ ti < 1, where
χtσ = exp
 
2pi
√
−1
kX
j=1
ξjtj
!
for σ =
nX
j=1
ξjσj: (45)
Let u1; : : : ; un be the dual basis of H1X; for c1; : : : ; cn. Then, for c ∈
H1X;, we have
χt
(
ρ0c
 = exp 2pi√−1* nX
i=1
kX
j=1
tjrjiui; c
+!
: (46)
This implies that a fundamental parallelotope P for the subtorus Jac0X ⊂
JacX is given by
P =
(
nX
i=1
kX
j=1
tjrjiui
 0 ≤ tj < 1
)
: (47)
Therefore we nd that vj =
Pn
i=1 rjiui for j = 1; : : : ; k forms a -basis of
Hom0; and
volJac0X = volP = det V 1/2 ; (48)
where V = vi; vj. Note V = RURt with R = rij and U = ui; uj.
We thus have
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Theorem 6.1. Let X0→ X be an abelian covering graph of a nite graph
X. The volume of the unitary character group b0 is given by
volb0 = # Tor0detRURt1/2; (49)
where R and U are as dened above.
Note that R = In in the case of the maximal abelian covering graphs.
Example 6.2 (Abelian Covering Graphs of the n-Bouquet Graph).
Consider a nite subset A = x1; : : : ; xn  n-distinct points of k of k
such that 0 6∈ A and A ∩ −A = Z. Dene the graph X = V;E by setting
V = k;
E = x; y ∈ k × k  y − x ∈ ±A}: (50)
Namely, X is the Cayley graph associated with k;A. It should be noted
that the graph X is connected if and only if A generates k. The group
k acts freely on X by translation as automorphisms. The quotient graph
X0 = k\X is the n-bouquet graph. In the case when A is the standard
basis of k, X is the standard k lattice graph.
Conversely, let X = V;E be a graph with a free k-action, whose quo-
tient graph k\X is the n-bouquet graph. Identify V with k. Let e1; : : : ; en
be the loop edges with assigned orientation. Put A = te˜i ∈ k  i =
1; : : : ; n; where e˜i is the lift of ei such that oe˜i = o. It is easy to see that
X coincides with the graph obtained from k;A in the way explained
above.
The isotropic random walk on the above X is a special case of the ran-
dom walk with spatial homogeneity on the lattice points of the Euclidean
space, which was exclusively treated in the book [10].
We shall apply the general recipe to obtain volbk. Let σ1; : : : ; σk
be the standard basis of k. Let A = r1; : : : ; rn  ri ∈ k. The loop
edges e1; : : : ; en of X0 = k\X corresponding to r1; : : : ; rn, respectively,
make a basis of the free abelian group H1X0;. That is, ρei = ri =
r1i; : : : ; rkit . Therefore the matrix R for ρ is given by
R = r1; : : : ; rn =
0@ r11 : : : rn1::: :::
r1k : : : rnk
1A : (51)
For the dual basis u1; : : : ; un for e1; : : : ; en, we have ui; uj = δij . We thus
obtain
volbk = detRRt1/2: (52)
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The volume of the standard k-lattice graph is 1, for R = U = In. In the
case of the triangular lattice graph, ci = ei for i = 1; : : : ; 3 and ρc1 = σ1,
ρc2 = σ2, ρc3 = σ2 − σ1. Therefore we have
R =

1 0 −1
0 1 1

; U =

1 0
0 1

;
and its volume is
√
3.
Example 6.3 (The n-Diamond Lattice Graph). Take ci for i = 1; : : : ; n
as in Example 4.2. Then we have
R = In; U =
1
n+ 1
0BBB@
n −1 · · · −1
−1 n · · · −1
:::
: : :
:::
−1 −1 · · · n
1CCCA ;
and its volume is n+ 1−1/2. The hexagonal lattice graph is the 2 diamond
lattice graph and so its volume is 1/
√
3.
Example 6.4 (The Kagome Lattice Graph). Let c0 = t1e0 t¯2, c1 = e1 t¯1,
c2 = e2 t¯2, c3 = t1e3 t¯2, and ρc0 = 0, ρc1 = σ1, ρc2 = σ2, and ρc3 =
σ2 − σ1. Then we have
R =

0 1 0 −1
0 0 1 1

; U = 1
6
0BB@
4 1 −1 −2
1 4 −1 1
−1 −1 4 −1
−2 1 −1 4
1CCA ;
and its volume is
√
3/2.
7. LINE GRAPHS
The notion of line graphs is usually dened for combinatorial graphs, that
is, graphs without multiple edges and loop edges. We shall give a denition
of line graphs for general graphs, which is necessary when one considers
general covering maps. Let X = V;E be a nite or innite graph. The
line graph LX = V LX; ELX of X is a graph obtained from X in the
following way. The set V LX of the vertices of LX is dened as the set
of unoriented edges of X and the set ELX of the oriented edges of LX
is given by e1; e2  e1 6= e¯2; te1 = oe2}:
The incidence of an edge is given by oe1; e2 = e1 and te1; e2 =
e2, where e denotes the unoriented edge obtained from e by forgetting
its orientation. The inverse edge e1; e2 is dened by e¯2; e¯1.
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Lemma 7.1. Let X0 be a normal covering graph of X with covering trans-
formation group 0. Then LX0 is a normal covering graph of LX with the
same covering transformation group 0.
Proof. The action of 0 on X0 induces naturally an action on LX0, as
an automorphism group, that is, for σ ∈ 0,
σe = σe;
σe1; e2 = σe1; σe2:
(53)
Since 0 acts freely on the set of unoriented edges of X0, so does 0 act on
the set of vertices of LX0, and σe1; e2 6= e1; e2. Suppose σe1; e2 =
e1; e2 = e¯2; e¯1. Then σte1 = tσe1 = te¯2 = oe2 = te1. Since 0
acts freely on the set of vertices of X, σ = 1, and e1 = σe1 = e¯2, which is
prohibited for an edge e1; e2 of LX0. Hence 0 acts freely on the set of
unoriented edges of LX0.
Next, we shall show that the quotient graph 0\LX0 coincides with LX.
Let ϕLx LX0→ LX be the morphism dened by
ϕLe = ϕe;
ϕLe1; e2 = ϕe1; ϕe2;
(54)
where ϕx X0 → X is the covering map. Since ϕL ◦ σ = ϕL for σ ∈ 0, we
obtain a morphism ϕLx 0\LX0 → LX. From the covering property of ϕ,
we conclude that ϕL is an isomorphism.
Example 7.2. The Kagome lattice graph is the line graph of the hex-
agonal lattice graph.
Next we dene maps φix CiLX; → CiX; 12  for i = 0; 1 by putting
φ0x e 7→
1
2
oe + te
for e ∈ E, and
φ1x e1; e2 7→
1
2
e1 + e2
for e1; e2 ∈ ELX. Then we have the following
Lemma 7.3. φ0; φ1 dened above is a chain map, i.e.,
C1LX; C0LX;
C1X; 12  C0X; 12 
∂
∂
φ1 φ0
is a commutative diagram.
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Proof.
φ0 ◦ ∂
(e1; e2 = φ0e2 − e1
= 1
2
(
oe2 + te2 − oe1 − te1

= 1
2
(
te2 − oe1

: (55)
On the other hand,
∂ ◦φ1e1; e2 = ∂

1
2
e1 + e2

= 1
2
(
te1 − oe1 + te2 − oe2

= 1
2
(
te2 − oe1

: (56)
Lemma 7.4. Let φ1x H1LX; → H1X; 12  be the induced homomor-
phism. Its image coincides with H1X;.
Proof. An arbitrary element of H1X; is represented by a closed path
c = e1; : : : ; en with ei 6= e¯i+1 for i ∈ /n. Dene a closed path cL in LX
as
cL = (e1; e2; e2; e3; : : : ; en−1; en; en; e1:
Then we nd φ1cL = c. Conversely, let c′ = e1o; e2t ; : : : ; eno; ent  be a
closed path in LX. Since eit = ei+1o  for i ∈ /n, we have eit = ei+1o or
eit = e¯i+1o . Consider the sequence e1o; e2o; : : : ; eno, and remove all eio with
e¯io = ei−1t to get a new sequence c = e1; : : : ; el. We easily see that c is
a closed path in X and φ1c′ = c. This proves that φ1H1LX; =
H1X;.
Lemma 7.5. LetX0 be an abelian covering graph ofX with covering trans-
formation group 0 and let ρ be the homomorphism associated with the cover-
ing map X0→ X. Then the homomorphism ρLx H1LX; → 0 associated
with the covering map LX0→ LX coincides with the composition
H1LX; φ1−→ H1X; ρ→ 0: (57)
Proof. Recall that ρx H1X; → 0 and ρLx H1LX; → 0 are given
by ρcoc˜ = tc˜ for a closed path c in X with a lift c˜ in X0 and
ρLc′oc˜′ = tc˜′ for a closed path c′ in LX with a lift c˜′ in LX0, respec-
tively. Given a closed path c′ in LX, we shall construct c in X which rep-
resents φ1c′ and ρLc′oc˜ = tc˜. Since the 0-action is free, this proves
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the lemma. Let c˜′ = e˜1; e˜2; e˜3; e˜4; : : : ; e˜2l−1; e˜2l be a lift of a closed
path c′ in LX to LX0. We then have ρLc′oc˜′ = tc˜′ or, equivalently,
ρLc′e˜1 = e˜2l. Consider the sequence e˜1; e˜3; : : : ; e˜2l−1. Putting e˜2i in
front of e˜2i+1 when e˜2i+1 = e˜2i, we obtain a new sequence f˜1; f˜3; : : : ; f˜h
with f˜1 = e˜1, f˜h = e˜2l−1. We set
1. c˜ = f˜1; : : : ; f˜h when ρLc′e˜1 = e˜2l,
2. c˜ = f˜1; : : : ; f˜h; e˜2l when ρLc′e˜1 = e˜2l.
We observe that c˜ is a path in X0 and that the image c = ϕc˜ is a closed
path in X with φ1c′ = c. In case 1, we nd that oc˜ = oe˜1, tc˜ =
te˜2l−1 = oe˜2l = ρLc′oe˜1 = ρLc′oc˜. In case 2, we nd that oc˜ =
oe˜1, tc˜ = te˜2l = oe˜2l = ρLc′oe˜1 = ρLc′oc˜. In either case, we
have ρLc′ = ρc, as desired.
When X is a regular graph of degree d, its line graph LX is also a regular
graph of degree 2d − 2. We have the following
Theorem 7.6. Let X0 be an abelian covering graph of X with covering
transformation group 0. Then we have
volLX
(
Jac0LX = d
2
k/2
vol
(
Jac0X:
Proof. The induced homomorphism φ∗1x H1X; → H1LX; de-
ned by φ∗1ωe1; e2 = 12 ωe1 + ωe2 gives rise to a homothety byp
d/2, as follows:
φ∗1ω2LX =
1
2
X
e1; e2∈ELX
φ∗1ωe1; e22
= 1
8
X
e1; e2∈ELX
(
ωe1 +ωe2
2
= 1
8
X
e1; e2∈ELX
(
ωe12 +ωe22 + 2ωe1ωe2

= 1
8
X
e∈EX
 
2d − 1ωe2 + 2ωe
 X
e; e′∈ELX
ωe′
!!
= 1
8
X
e∈EX
(
2d − 1ωe2 + 2ωe2 = d
2
ω2X: (58)
The next to the last equation is obtained by the property of a harmonic
form ω;
P
e∈EXx ωe = 0.
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From Lemma 7.5, it follows that the injective homomorphism
ρL∗x Hom0;/Hom0; → JacLX
coincides with the composition
Hom0;/Hom0; ρ∗→ JacX φ
∗
1−→ JacLX:
Our assertion is now certied.
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